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Kering SA
Gucci owner Kering’s shares tumble 14% on profit warning 
Falling sales at flagship brand weigh on French luxury group’s outlook
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Bentley boosted by ‘jaw-dropping’ demand for bespoke cars





Is time up for the luxury watch boom?
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 opinion content. Wall Street is letting Orwellian doublethink kill climate action
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 opinion content. Real estate agents face an overdue reckoning
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FT live news
Vietnam’s President Vo Van Thuong resigns after a year in office
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Donald Trump
Billionaire John Paulson to hold megadonor fundraiser for Trump
Robert Bigelow and Harold Hamm will join event despite previously backing ex-president’s rivals










Trump claims he may need ‘fire sale’ to pay $464mn fraud judgement
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Intel Corp
Intel to receive $8.5bn in US funding for high-end chip manufacturing
Preliminary agreement includes $11bn loan as company expands capacity in Arizona and other states

3 hours ago
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Boeing Co
Boeing warns on first-quarter cash burn
US plane maker’s long-term cash flow target will also take longer than expected

 new  


























Spotlight
Private credit
The daring raid on Barings that has shaken $1.7tn private credit market
More than 20 senior executives have defected to a brand new business set up by an Australian property executive

1 hour ago
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Vietnam
Corruption purge and tycoon’s $12bn bank fraud trial shake Vietnam
One of world’s biggest embezzlement cases is part of crackdown that could upset foreign investment
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Hertz Global Holdings Inc
How Hertz’s bets on Tesla and a Goldman veteran veered off course
Private equity-backed car rental group is struggling as US drivers shun electric vehicles
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Eurozone interest rates
Christine Lagarde says ECB won’t commit to path of rate cuts
Comments indicate central bank is likely to keep markets guessing on timing and scale of easing

1 hour ago
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EU defence
Defence CEO calls for European version of Israel’s Iron Dome 
Rheinmetall’s Armin Papperger makes case for air defence systems as EU contends with increased Russian threat










Europe faces €56bn Nato defence spending hole  
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EU trade
EU agrees fresh curbs on Ukrainian food after farmer protests
France and Poland lead push to restrict trade in poultry, eggs and honey with Kyiv 
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Microsoft Corp
Microsoft bets on start-ups to extend AI lead with hiring of Inflection chief
Satya Nadella’s appointment of Mustafa Suleyman continues strategy of developing ties with fledging AI companies










Rival nations seek to poach top UK and European AI start-ups
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European equities
Investors bet on European consumer stocks as economic confidence grows
Hotel groups and carmakers outperform Stoxx Europe 600 as recession fears recede
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Donald Trump
Trump-backed US Senate candidate clinches Republican nomination in Ohio
Result sets up tough fight against incumbent Democrat and is a sign of former US president’s clout in the swing state










The books to read for the US presidential election
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Israel-Hamas war
The Israeli settlers shrugging off sanctions to menace the West Bank
Measures against extremists do little to temper a movement emboldened by the Gaza war 
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Nuclear energy
Western countries ‘too optimistic’ on nuclear projects, warns engineering chief
Chief executive of AtkinsRéalis says more planning needed ahead of first global nuclear energy summit
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Zambia
Zambia’s $13bn debt stand-off an ‘indictment’ of global system, says president
Hakainde Hichilema says ‘long overdue’ agreement with China and others given greater urgency by devastating drought
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Adani Group
Adani Green says ‘aware’ of US anti-graft probe into third party
Investigation has threatened to reignite public relations crisis for Indian conglomerate owned by Gautam Adani
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 opinion content. Who’s going to win the next financial plumbing test? The US, of course
Asset managers will struggle to adjust to the T+1 slashing of settlement time
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 opinion content. Donald Trump’s betrayal of Ukraine
Handing Vladimir Putin an unearned and undeserved victory will only hurt the US
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The editorial board
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US News
This battleground election state is booming. Biden is not getting the credit
Georgia is a ‘tale of two economies’  
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The Big Read. The US pushback against ‘Basel Endgame’







Nelson Peltz to vote for Trump over fears of Biden’s ‘mental condition’







Bill Gates’ TerraPower plans to build first US next-generation nuclear plant   







Biden warns Netanyahu assault on Rafah would be ‘a mistake’







Trump’s lawyers say he cannot raise bond in $464mn fraud case
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FT News Briefing. Bank of Japan ditches negative rates
11 min listen
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Unhedged podcast. Listener Questions
20 min listen
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Behind the Money. Listener mailbag with the Unhedged podcast
24 min listen
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Working It. No schedule, no meetings: are 'working hours' history?
14 min listen
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FT Books Essay. Will the hijab protests finally change Iran?
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Style
The blouse is back in town
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Eating and drinking in London
FT Globetrotter. Forage, muddle and stir: a family cocktail masterclass in the Cotswolds
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HTSI. The magisterial remastering of the Grand Palais 
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Ecommerce25 min video content. The rise of Pinduoduo and Temu: profits and secrets | FT Film
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Feature19 min video content. Can there be a 'just transition' from India's coal industry? | FT Standpoint
560 hours ago
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Politics23 min video content. Sketchy Politics: the rules of the electoral race
894 hours ago
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World33 min video content. Eskom: how corruption and crime turned the lights off in South Africa | FT Film
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FT Magazine. They served Opus Dei as unpaid domestics for 52 years. Was it slavery?
How girls around the world were coerced into decades of gruelling service to the secretive Catholic group
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The Big Read. Telegram: social media giant or the new ‘dark web’?







The Big Read. How the UK is falling behind on tackling child poverty







Welsh mines leak at least 500 tonnes of harmful metals each year







MPs clock off early as length of Commons work day hits record low
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Hamas has been shattered. Now it is fighting to survive
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Markets News
Calpers to invest more than $30bn in private markets
Decision to raise allocation to private equity and other assets comes after fund missed out on up to $18bn of returns
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Hedge fund groups sue SEC to challenge Treasury dealer rule







UK pension funds snap up real estate at steep discounts







Commodity traders sitting on up to $120bn in cash after years of record profits







Charts that Matter. Record low US options skew shows investor confidence on stock market rally







Bond vigilantes snooze as Treasury market shrugs off vast US borrowing 







Markets capitulate to Fed on interest rates after months-long stand-off
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 opinion content. The FT View. The contrasting tales of TikTok and Nippon Steel
Pace of US deglobalisation is accelerating, with sometimes dubious motives

The editorial board
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Microsoft hires DeepMind co-founder Suleyman to run consumer AI unit
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Nvidia unveils powerful chip in push to extend dominance in AI market
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Kahoot appoints ex-BT chief Gavin Patterson as chair 
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Discover unmissable flagship events with FT journalists to expand your thinking and elevate your career
Explore all events

FT LiveThe Israel-Hamas war
Is there a road to peace? | Exclusively for FT subscribers
Thursday, 21 MarchDigital Conference



FT LiveThe Future of Dealmaking in Entertainment
Forecasting M&A, PE and partnerships
Thursday, 21 MarchFree Webinar



FT LiveCommodities Global Summit
Navigating the new commodities world order
Monday, 8 AprilLausanne, Switzerland




Join the discussion
FT Forums is a series of members only communities, powered by the Financial Times


Women In Business Forum
A dedicated programme to accelerate mid-career women into senior leadership.

Future Forum
An authoritative space for businesses to share ideas, build relationships and develop solutions to future challenges.

Climate Capital Council
Where businesses share ideas, opportunities and challenges with climate change.
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